Mussorgsky Pictures Revisited
Kristjan Randalu/Dave Liebman (BMC Records)
by Tyran Grillo

Although

Russian composer Modest Mussorgsky
(1839-81) is best remembered for Night on Bald Mountain
and Pictures at an Exhibition, the latter has had the more
interesting afterlife, inspiring arrangements from such
wide-ranging artists as prog-rockers Emerson, Lake
& Palmer, German metal band Mekong Delta and
Japanese electronic pioneer Tomita. Yet this duo of
soprano saxophonist Dave Liebman and pianist
Kristjan Randalu presents more than a recasting of the
Mussorgsky mold, instead a fresh landscape irrigated
by channeling water from the source material. Case in
point is the jaunting “Promenade”, which opens in
straightforward territory but which in subsequent
iterations (five in all) draws out hidden messages.
Liebman understands how to turn even the most
familiar melodies inside out without losing their skin
in the process. His tone is as flexible and colorful as
ever, navigating every twist of “Les Tuileries” and
“The Market” with characteristic attention to detail.
The physicality of his artistry is most obvious in “Ballet
of the Unhatched Chickens”, as also in his bluesy
handling of “Samuel Goldenberg and Schmuyle”, the
latter a veiled stand-alone among extroverted peers.
Randalu, for his part, is as comfortable laying
foundations as he is building on top of them. Whether
orienting his compass to the lodestar of “Bydło” or
jazzing up “Baba Yaga” with exuberance, he makes
sure that every wisp of proverbial smoke fulfills its
promise of fire. As a unit, he and Liebman find
profoundest coherence in “Il Vecchio Castello”, of
which they make an understated dirge.
And so, by the time we reach the farewell of
“The Heroic Gate”, we are confident in having been
somewhere. This is, of course, the whole point of
Mussorgsky’s greatest hit: to place us in that gallery so
that we may feel the colors of every scene as if they
were our own.
For more information, visit bmcrecords.hu. Randalu was
scheduled to be at Soapbox Gallery.
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One” (another original), where he uncoils each idea in
snaky curlicues. Bernstein’s sound, a warmer, less
ghostly revision of Grant Green, is always interesting,
occasionally excellent, as for example his expressive,
elegantly constructed solos on “Frame” and
“Polkadots”. LeDonne finds his deepest pocket (with
Cobb) on “Slidin’”, his highest flights on “Frame”.
Cobb, meantime, continues to do so well what he did
with Miles Davis, Cannonball Adderley and Wes
Montgomery: diggin’ and jammin’ his hands (and feet)
into those deep rhythmic pockets.
For more information, visit inandout-records.com.
Meurkens was scheduled to be at Smalls.

UNEARTHED GEM

Young Blood (Jazz at the Concertgebouw)
Gerry Mulligan and The Concert Jazz Band
(Dutch Jazz Archive)
by Tyran Grillo

The document presented here for our consideration

by the Dutch Jazz Archive is important not only as a
gem for fans of Gerry Mulligan, but also for
reasserting the baritone saxophonist’s first love of
the large ensemble. His self-styled Concert Jazz Band
was indeed a return to form. Recorded on Nov. 5th,
1960
at Amsterdam’s
Concertgebouw,
this
performance finds Mulligan commanding his
instrument in such a way that only the vessel of a big
band would have been large enough to contain it.
Mulligan and friends chew on a wide-ranging
repertoire, but especially seem to savor the iconic
Johnny Mandel, represented in three tunes from his
soundtrack to the 1958 Susan Hayward vehicle
I Want to Live! (the theme, “Black Nightgown” and
“Barbara’s Theme”).
Alongside these cinematic turns, each a noir-ish
sashay through smoke-filled rooms and even smokier
intentions, we find a smattering of standards and
showtunes, including the swinging Richard RodgersLorenz Hart’s “You Took Advantage Of Me” and
slower drawl of Harold Arlen-Johnny Mercer’s
“Come Rain Or Come Shine”.
Though Mulligan never treated this band as a
showcase for his own writing, his are some of the
highest points in the set. Of those, “Apple Core”
provides a towering stage for guest soloist tenor
saxophonist Zoot Sims who, despite being in lessthan-stellar condition, brings a lithe kinesis to the
fore. The title track is another standout swing. In the
latter vein, the rhythm section of bassist Buddy
Clark and drummer Mel Lewis is on point
throughout, but especially in “As Catch Can”, in
which they anticipate every turn of the wheel.
Fiery solos abound, including alto saxophonist
Gene Quill’s in “18 Carrots For Rabbit” and
trumpeter Conte Candoli’s in the title track. Mulligan
himself goes for quality over quantity, adding grit
wherever he treads, especially in a spotlight rendition
of Richard Rodgers-Lorenz Hart’s “My Funny
Valentine” and with that characteristic dark edge
only he could hone.
For more information, visit jazzarchief.nl. A tribute to
Mulligan was scheduled to be at Blue Note.

